LINEAR LIGHTING
Case Studies

The Linear Lighting Evolution
Estrella Pro is the evolution of our hugely popular Estrella linear range. Estrella Pro is
the ultimate in linear profile luminaires which transcends what the majority of linear
luminaires can offer.
Used as a continuous linear lighting system or as stand alone luminaires, Estrella
Pro can be configured to offer architectural lighting solutions to the majority of
applications.
Available in the standard surface/suspended version with an optional direct/indirect
light output or as a recessed linear, each with a range of eight optical solutions and the
option of an integrated tiltable spotlight.
This compilation of case studies using Estrella, will give you some inspiration of what
you can achieve using Estrella Pro system.
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Estrella Pro is proudly manufactured and customised the United Kingdom. All
the installations in the current document have also taken place in the UK.
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BETHNAL GREEN
Project Type: Office Lighting
Estrella with indirect light was used to light a
new office build in a down-to-earth area in the
East End of London, Bethnal Green. Known as a
home to young professionals, this area features
long-standing cafes and old-school pubs, while
hip bars and eateries fill Paradise Row’s railway
arches.
RICOMAN’s Estrella linear lighting was used
in this new office build in. This project was a
design and build, design concept from drawing
stage. Plans were submitted along with product
detail for client approval. The local authority
has a particular green colour that is used that is
referred to Bethnal Green, named for the area.
It was requested that the product be painted in
this custom RAL colour as part of the theme. The
project was agreed and supplied in accordance
with the design.
Estrella was used in as suspended configuration
with a 80/20 Direct/Indirect light output,
ideally designed to highlight the brick and wood
architectural elements on the floor, ceiling and
walls.
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Project Location
Teesdale Street
London
E2 6PU

VICTORIA WHARF
Project Type: Office Lighting
Project Location
Victoria Wharf, Leeds

A recent lighting upgrade gave this nineteenth
century building a fresh new look. These offices
are situated on the northern bank of the River
Aire in Leeds.
RICOMAN worked in conjunction with Design
Tonic. Their interior design team specified the
type of lighting and chose RICOMAN to work
with on this project.
Estrella with Indirect/Direct option was used to
maximise the open plan office space creating a
stylish and functional lighting theme throughout.
Integral emergency option was also used with
the added feature of occupancy PIR control.
This lighting project was completed in April
2021, with the site managers and the designers
completely satisfied by the end result.
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VENTURE X SERVICED
Project Type: Office Lighting
Intellicasa were appointed for the creation and
installation of the lighting design for Venture X’s
Serviced Office accommodation. The client was
seeking a modern sleek design that echoed the
values of its brand.
Intellicasa chose Estrella with indirect light
to maximize the open plan office space and
communal areas, creating a stylish and functional
lighting theme throughout.
The key was the intruduction of smart office
automation elements, including several ecofriendly features helping keep energy costs
controlled. The ‘astronomic’ feature and energy
control (keeping lights at 80% consumption
output), allows the lights to adjust in luminosity,
in line with the movement of the sun, so as to
replicate daylight within the environment.
One touch lighting control was added to the
reception desk, to allow lights to be controlled
from a single point of contact using intelligent
lighting automation system (Crestron). This gave
the client full breadth of control for lighting,
HVAC, audio visual and blinds.
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Project Location
Building 7,
Chiswick Park,
566 Chiswick High Rd,
Chiswick,London
W4 5YG

GOV DATA
Project Type: Office Lighting
Project Location
1410 Centre Park Square
Warrington
WA1 1RU

RICOMAN supplied lighting to GovData, a market
leader in Government business. Its aim is to
provide specialist expertise to ensure businesses
take advantage of the £378 billion spent each
year on goods and services.
Warrington Electrical Services Ltd carried out
the electric installation. Warrington Electrical
Services chose to work with RICOMAN alongside
CP Electronics to deliver a comprehensive and
innovative lighting solution.
one of the highlights was using Estrella Simplicity
framing a night sky ceiling with all the filaments
hanging down (work in progress). We aim the
final result to be a fibre optic install which will
twinkle at night and should look impressive.
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CORSHAM STREET
Project Type: Office Lighting
RICOMAN supplied continuous suspended linear
lighting to he graphic designers’ company B&B in
London.
The contractors were RJM contracts, who work
for several builders on prestigious clients.
What the contractors were looking for, was a
continuous suspended linear lighting which
would be consistent on all the office floors.
Spaces included corridors, conference rooms
and main office spaces, so Estrella naturally
came to fill in this gap.
Close contact between RICOMAN Regional
Specification Manager and the Contractors’
Project Managers through each floor was crucial
for every small detail to be taken care of.
This office lighting project was completed in May
2021. RJM Contracts were so impressed with
the Estrella Simplicity system and its ease of
installation, that they have installed it in their own
offices.
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Project Location
Building 7,
Chiswick Park,
566 Chiswick High Rd,
Chiswick,London
W4 5YG

RAMILIES HOUSE
Project Type: Office Lighting
Project Location
Ramillies House 1-2
Ramillies St
London
W1F 7LN

RICOMAN supplied continuous suspended linear
lighting in a large office building in the heart of
London.
The contractors were RJM contracts, who
work for several builders on prestigious clients
including Selfridges and Rolex.
Having used Estrella linear before, RJM were
more than happy to use the product again. RJM
completed a full redesign of landlords MEP
services with interior and exterior Refurbishment
works.
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SKY BETTING & GAMING
Project Type: Office Lighting
RICOMAN supplied linear lighting to a new hybrid
office space in Leeds for Flutter Entertainment.
The stunning project was designed and delivered
by Manchester based TSK Group.
RICOMAN were asked to get involved with
supplying some of the top floors with DALI
dimmable Estrella Simplicity linear system.
The luminaires were installed in office spaces,
meeting rooms and some of the coolest
breakout areas.
The linear system was customised with a low
glare diffuser and integral emergency DALI
Empro capability.
This lighting project was completed in July 2021.
RICOMAN were really proud to provide lighting
for a company that was voted one of the best
places to work (#11 on 2021). Estrella linear
solution added functionality and styling to the
contemporary new premises that contribute to
creating the ideal environment that makes Sky
Betting receiving excellent employee reviews.
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Project Location
4 Wellington Pl,
Leeds
LS1 4AP

LIGHTHOUSE
Project Type: Office Lighting
Project Location
2 Moorfield Chambers
Moorfield Crescent
Yeadon, Leeds
LS19 7EA

Lighthouse Risk Services are health and safety
consultants, providing health and safety training
and all aspects of H&S regulations. The project
was updating the existing building. This included
bringing the lighting up to standard.
RICOMAN worked in conjunction with Burnell
Hewitt and supplied the light fittings along with
assisting with the lighting design. The main
challenge of this job was the top floor. That had a
couple of existing wooden beams which needed
to be kept in situ and worked around.
The first floor was just the right place to use the
Estrella linear system. Photos show the black
suspended version with a low glare diffuser for
added UGR control.
This consultant office lighting project was
completed in March 2021. The clean, functional
lines, working around some lovely oak beams
gave a contemporary touch to the place.
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ALDWARK MANOR HOTEL
Project Type: Hospitality & Leisure Lighting
RICOMAN provided lighting to Aldwark Manor
Hotel in North Yorkshire using the Estrella
Recessed linear lighting system.
The end client was Stonewood Electrical. Worth
mentioning that the covings were specially
built to house the recessed Estrella with DALI
dimmable controls and integral emergency. The
fitting can be configured in continuous seamless
rows and is an excellent choice for concealed
lighting in interior architectural lighting projects.
RICOMAN team were excited to help this historic
golf & spa hotel mix modern LED lighting with its
unique period features.
Something to consider too for places like hotel
receptions than operate on a 24/7 basis, is the
human centric lighting solutions. Estrella Pro
comes with a tunable white light engine, for a
colour temperature that can adapt to the body’s
circadian rhythm.
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Project Location
Aldwark,
Alne,
York
YO61 1UF

HOOKED AND PLUCKED
Project Type: Hospitality & Leisure Lighting
Project Location
Derwent Drive,
Derwent Howe
Workington,
Cumbria,
CA14 3YW

RICOMAN worked together with Express
Electrical and their dedicated lighting
department to supply lighting to Hooked &
Plucked restaurant in Workington, Cumbria.
This is a family restaurant business started in
1983. The brand identity colour is antique pink, so
the lighting needed to be carefully selected to
reflect the company values.
RICOMAN supplied Estrella surface mounted
linear system in RAL 3014. This was the antique
pink that matches the company logo. This way,
the lighting was an integral part of the decoration
and styling to supplement the brand identity.
One of the most flexible features of Estrella is
the ease to customise colour finishes, outputs,
controls, dimming and installation options.
Estrella Pro adds even more flexibility with the
customization of optics (opal, UGR, round/
square aperture and louvre optics) and even an
RGB option which is a great for restaurants and
bars.
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STRETFORD FOOD HALL
Project Type: Hospitality & Leisure Lighting
RICOMAN completed another hospitality lighting
job in 2018, in one of the busiest Manchester
Malls, Stretford Food Hall.
Every week Stretford Food hall host new and
reoccurring food traders. They offer an everchanging menu from midday to 9pm. Craft
Beer, Locally distilled Gin, Organic wines & of
course Coffee Beans from up the road. A choice
selection of drinks curated to celebrate all that’s
good locally and beyond.
RICOMAN Estrella Simplicity was a perfect
addition to the venue. Black suspended Estrella
hanging over the tables, bar and food/drink
preparation areas added style and cosiness to
the whole place.
With the upgrade to the Estrella Pro range,
there is even more installation versatility. This is
because Estrella Pro can be surface mounted,
wall mounted, suspended, recessed or even
track mounted.
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Project Location
Stretford Food Hall
Chester Road
Stretford
Manchester
M32 9BD

LILINGTON CHURCH
Project Type: Hospitality & Leisure Lighting
Project Location
Free Church
Leamington Spa
Warwickshire

RICOMAN was involved in an impressive church
lighting project, that of Lillington Church. This is
United Reformed Church in Leamington Spa.
RICOMAN were asked to provide a lighting
solution for the communal hall The contractor
had a design idea but has been struggling to find
a product that would be able to successfully
deliver the specification and design aesthetic.
After meeting one of sales representatives and
seeing the Estrella Linear range it was evident
that this was the perfect solution.
RICOMAN representatives visited the site for a
site survey and followed up with a full lighting
design. RICOMAN developed a new custom
accessory to the range which would provide the
exact solution required by the contractor and
end user.
The upgraded Estrella Pro linear range can
incorporate even more optic options apart from
the traditional opal diffuser, such as louvre,
round and square aperture and even a wallwash
diffuser.
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LOCAL BLACKFRIARS
Project Type: Residential Lighting
RICOMAN was involved in a big apartment
lighting project by Salboy, finalised in 2017.
Lighting was for a new luxury gated community
complex in Manchester City Centre. The complex
has been architecturally blended into a Grade
II-listed former public house – which has been
repurposed as a gateway entrance. It is the Local
Blackfriars.
Consultants gave RICOMAN a large specification
list of luminaires of varying types which were
required across the complex. Many of the
luminaires specified were already in RICOMAN
product range, however, some were custom
made.
Estrella linear lighting was used in the gym and
the reception lobby areas.
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Project Location
Blackfriars Road
Salford
M3 7DB

Local Blackfriars
Luxury living in the heart of Manchester
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NISSAN DEALERSHIP
Project Type: Retail Lighting
RICOMAN were asked to assist a Nissan car
dealership by providing the lighting and a lighting
design. The client’s desire was not to reveal the
exact further branch details.
After a thorough consultation, the ever-popular
Estrella Simplicity linear range was chosen
for accent lighting; this was suspended and
configured in a rectangular form.
The bodies were painted to a custom RAL colour
in order to match the specification required.
RICOMAN’s upgraded Estrella Pro linear range
can incorporate even more optic options apart
from the traditional opal diffuser, such as louvre,
round and square aperture and even a wallwash
diffuser to achieve the desired effect and UGR
results your lighting design demands.
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Project Location
Nissan Dealership
GB

OPTICIANS SHOP
Project Type: Retail Lighting
Project Location
Manchester,
UK

RICOMAN completed this opticians shop
lighting project at 2018 (the client chose to
remain anonymous), using Estrella linear lighting
system.
RICOMAN’s Estrella Simplicity surface mounted
in rectangle configuration complements the
room’s contemporary decoration while providing
the correct light levels for people who work in.
The key to a successful lighting for this type of
projects is to effectively control glare, to make
sure lighting is convenient to people’s eyes
that get tested. Not only is Estrella Simplicity
designed to control UGR, it can also be offered
with an optional low glare diffuser, for excellent
glare control results. The CRI exceeds 90 Ra.
Estrella surface mounted was used in the specific
project, but the installation options are countless.
Estrella Pro can now be wall or ceiling mounted,
suspended (with or without indirect light),
recessed, mounted on a grid ceiling, mounted on
a track system and even mounted on a solid rod.
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QUARRY HILL COLLEGE
Project Type: Education Lighting
RICOMAN supplied lighting to Quarry Hill
Campus Leeds City College in November 2021.
Luminous Solutions Ltd contacted RICOMAN to
provide 4 x 2.1m linear fittings with RGBW LEDs
to be controlled manually via a DMX wall plate.
Estrella Pro in a suspended configuration with an
opal TP(a) rated diffuser and RGBW light engines
was perfect to match the project requirements.
The light solution is manufactured assembled
and synchronized in the UK with amazing lead
times.
The Estrella Pro provides a whole room colour
washing effect which can easily be set by the
professionals on site either with static colour
or colour changing modes preset within the
controller. The RGBW option is just one of the
many possibilities that Estrella Pro can offer.
With customisable diffusers, a variety of
mounting methods, custom RAL finishes, tunable
white colour for circadian lighting and control
options, the Estrella Pro range is a whole new
world to discover.
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Project Location
2 City Centre Loop,
Leeds,
LS2 7HX

The Sensory Experience
The linear RGBW lighting with Estrella
Pro fittings was used to light a soft
sensory room, equipped with the latest
interactive activities. This dedicated
area allows children with special needs
to explore a variety of lighting toys in a
safe monitored setting.
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Estrella Pro

Part Code Builder

Work down the part code selector adding the code specification you require.
Example: R340501/WT/3K/7W/E/CON1

Version

R34
Surface/Suspended

R35
Recessed

Lengths

05
532mm

10
1064mm

16
1596mm

21
2128mm

01
L Shape

02
T Shape

02
Square Aperture

03
Round Aperture

04
Wallwash Aperture

05
Dark Louvre

06
Mirror Louvre

07
White Louvre

08
Blank Module

/SPT
Integrated adjustable spotlight

/BP
Blanking Plate

/WT
White RAL 9016

/BK
Black RAL9005

03
+ Shape

Optics

Project Type:

01
Office Opal
Lighting

Integrations

/GR
Grey RAL7046
/RALXXXX
Custom Colour - Replace ‘xxxx’ with
RAL Code

Colour Finish

/IP54
IP54 body (only on opal diffuser, standard IP Rating is IP40)

IP Rating

/3K
3000K

/4K
4000K

/TW
Tunable White

/RGBW
RGBW

532mm

/7W
7W

/14W
14W

/26W
26W

1064mm

/14W
14W

/28W
28W

/52W
52W

1596mm

/21W
21W

/42W
42W

/78W
78W

2128mm

/28W
28W

/56W
56W

Colour Temperature

Output

09
Project Location
Microprismatic UGR

Light Output
Emergency
Sensor

/5K
5000K

/UP
Direct/Indirect light output (not available on recessed)
/E
Integral 3 hour emergency

/EMPRO
DALI Emergency

/E-Z10
Z10 Remote Ctrl testing Emergency

/PIR
Consult RICOMAN

Casambi

/CC

Dimming

/DD

Casambi enabled
DALI

Additional Flex

/F45

/F65

/CON1

/CON2

/CON4

/CON5

/CON6

/CON7

4.5 metre flex

AC Connectors

Start of a run
Connector Out
Middle of a run with 3 exits
Connector in & out & out & out
Start of a run with 3 exits
Connector out & out & out
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6.5 metre flex
Middle of a run
Connector In & Out
Middle of a run with 2 exits
Connector in & out & out
Start of a run with 2 exits
Connector out & out

/CON3

End of a run
Connector In

Notes
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